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Abstract. This paper describes a technique that speeds up both the
modelling and the sampling processes for a ramified object. By intro-
ducing the notion of substructure, we divide the ramified object into
a set of ordered substructures, among which only a part of basic sub-
structures is selected for implicit modelling and point sampling. Other
substructures or even the whole object can then be directly instantiated
and sampled by simple transformation and replication without resorting
to the repetitive modelling and sampling processes.

1 Introduction

Smooth blending junctions and complex structures are two distinct characters for
many ramified objects. Some parametric approaches [1] [9] have been explored
to model and visualize such objects. While, implicit methods [2] [3] which we
would prefer more, well exhibit the local details in ramification due to their
unmatched advantages in generating smooth blending surface.

However, implicit surface has its own difficulty in generating sampling points
and surface reconstruction when rendering. Bloomenthal and Wyvill first pro-
posed to use scattered seed points to sample implicit surface in [2]. After that,
more attentions were paid on the physically based sampling algorithms in [4] [5].
Witkin implemented a quite complete particle system to sample blobby spheres
and cylinders in [6].

In this paper, we do aim to efficiently model and sample such ramified ob-
ject with smooth blending junctions. With the precondition that the ramified
object can be hierarchically organized, we recursively divide the object into a
set of ordered substructures, among which only a part of basic substructures
is selected as the new target for implicitly modelling and basic point sampling.
Other substructures or even the whole object can then be directly instantiated
and sampled by transforming and replicating sampling points of the new target
without real geometric modelling and sampling processes.
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2 Object Decomposition

We consider a ramified object consisting of a main branch and several lateral
branches, which may have other lateral branches on them. Based on the botanical
knowledge, we separate the lateral branch from the main axis and divide this
ramified object into several types of similar subparts (substructures) [7]. Each
substructure is assigned a hierarchical order and redivided in the same way until
it reaches the basic form Subbasic as:

Subbasic = {Axis + Skeleton0 + · · · + Skeletoni + · · · + Skeletonm} (1)

where Skeletoni denotes a single lateral branch attached to the main axis Axis
and can not be redivided.

An example of two-step decomposition for a ramified object is shown in the
following equations:

Ojbect = {Axismain + Sub1 + · · · + Subi + · · · + Subn} (2)

Subi = {Axisimain + Subi1 + · · · + Subij + · · · + Subik} (3)

where Axismain and Axisimain, represented by a single branch, denote the
corresponding main branches, Subi denotes the substructure in hierarchy 1,
Subij denotes the substructures in hierarchy 2 that constitute Subi in hier-
archy 1.

Since our decomposition is fully based on the connective relationship between
the main axis and the lateral branch, a neighborhood graph for substructures
either of the upper-lower hierarchies or among the same hierarchy can be easily
built up. Additionally, level of detail (LOD) techniques can be conveniently
applied in such defined system because all substructures in each order can be
quickly reached and retrieved through the neighborhood graph.

3 Implicit Modelling

A common and intuitive method for modelling smoothly blending surface is
based on the underlying skeletons [2] [3]. A skeleton-based implicit surface is
defined as a set of points P (x, y, z) as follows:

Surface = {P (x, y, z) ∈ �3 | f(P ) = 0} (4)

where f(x, y, z) is a field function defined by the skeleton.
For a branching structure consisting of skeletons si(i = 1, · · · , n) with the as-

sociated field functions fi(i = 1, · · · , n), we define such a skeleton-based implicit
surface and apply blending techniques, for instance the simplest sum operation
f(P ) =

∑n
i=1 fi(P ), to generate smooth blending surface.
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4 Point Sampling

The basic idea of point sampling is inspired by Witkin [6], who generated a
well distributed sample of particles while had high computational cost when
the sampling particle number was huge. In order to improve sampling efficiency
as well as remain the high sampling density, we propose a substructure-based
method, which uses a part of the ramified object instead of the whole one as the
sampling target. Since the target is shrunk and simplified, the sampling particle
number is reduced, followed by the computational complexity.

Six steps are included in our substructure-based sampling method and each
step is briefly described in the following:

Step 1. Define a new target by selecting a representation from each type of
basic substructures.

Step 2. Model the new target with skeleton-based implicit surfaces.
Step 3. Apply Witkin’s sampling algorithm [6] to the implicitly modelled sur-

faces of the new target. Relevant information of sampled particles, in-
cluding 3D positions and surface normals, is stored.

Step 4. Instantiate other substructures and the whole object by directly involv-
ing and linear geometric transforming the sampled points of the new
target.

Step 5. Detect ramiform particles which come from different substructures and
penetrate each other as shown in Fig.1 (left). A particle P (x, y, z) is
considered as a ramiform particle only when
– It is inside the ramification area between substructures, and
– The field function value at it satisfies: |f(P )| > ε
where ε is a very small positive number.

Step 6. Delete all ramiform particles and apply Witkin’s sampling algorithm
again to the skeletons which lie inside the corresponding ramification.
A new blending surface will be quickly generated as shown in Fig.1
(left-center).

Non-ramiform particles are considered static on their own position. Sampling
time and computational cost are greatly reduced without managing all particles
at each iteration even if the total number of the particles is very huge. Moreover,
since only ramifications existing between upper-lower substructures are consid-
ered, no unwanted blending will exist between actually non-connected branches.

5 Implementation and Results

The techniques described in this paper have been implemented in C++ code.
The groundwork of our present experiments is the GreenLab Model [8] whose
output is a set of hierarchically structured line skeletons. A simple exponential
function is defined as the field function fi for the ith line skeleton:

fi(P ) = exp[−di(P )2

R2
i

+ 1] − 1 (5)
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where di(P ) is the algebraic distance of point P (x, y, z) to the ith skeleton.
Ri, a radius parameter, may be a constant for a constant-radius branch or be
computed by certain linear variable function for a tapered branch.

Some simple examples are shown below. A substructure composed of two
kinds of basic forms is shown in Fig.1 (center). Moreover, with the original one
shown in Fig.1 (right-center), the result of adding a new branch in Fig.1 (right)
is quickly achieved with no need to sample all the skeletons again.

Fig. 1. Left-Right: Before merging (left); After merging (left-center); An example of

substructures (center); Before adding a new branch (right-center); After adding a new

branch (right)

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have proposed a substructure-based method to implicitly model
and sample ramified objects. With the shrunk and simplified target and the uti-
lization of substructures, both the modelling and sampling processes are sped up
and repetitious works for modelling and sampling the same type of substructures
are avoided. As for the future works, the proposed method will be applied to
real ramified objects. A texture algorithm for sampling particles is also required.
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